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Abstract

most common nondeterminism of parallel programs. Eliminating
data races is difficult as they may occur at any memory access. In
order to eliminate data race, we have to check every memory access
to make sure the memory access will not conflict with another concurrent memory access. Compared with data race, synchronization
race is much easier to handle. The reason is that synchronization
race could only occur at well-defined synchronizations, which are
(1) explicit in user programs, and (2) much fewer than memory
accesses.

Current deterministic systems generally incur large overhead due
to the difficulty of detecting and eliminating data races. This paper
presents RaceFree, a novel multi-threading runtime that adopts a relaxed deterministic model to provide a data-race-free environment
for parallel programs. This model cuts off unnecessary sharedmemory communication by isolating threads in separated memories, which eliminates direct data races. Meanwhile, we leverage
the happen-before relation defined by applications themselves as
one-way communication pipes to perform necessary thread communication. Shared-memory communication is transparently converted to message-passing style communication by our Memory
Modification Propagation (MMP) mechanism, which propagates
local memory modifications to other threads through the happenbefore relation pipes. The overhead of RaceFree is 67.2% according to our tests on parallel benchmarks.

1.1 Relaxed Determinism
To address the performance problem of current deterministic systems, we introduce a novel threading model: relaxed deterministic model. The relaxed deterministic model provides a data-racefree multi-threading environment, in which only synchronization
race could affect the determinism of parallel programs. Since this
model does not guarantee strong determinism unless we ensure
a deterministic synchronization order, the deterministic semantics
this model promises is called relaxed determinism.
Relaxed determinism could be easily changed to strong determinism if the synchronization order is guaranteed to be deterministic. We deliberately leave this nondeterminism to other techniques
(e.g., deterministic replay [6–8] and weak determinism [2]) to provide a spectrum of determinism choices for different application
scenarios, as discussed in Section 1.4 .

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.1.3 [Programming Techniques]: Concurrent Programming—Parallel programming; D.2.5
[Software Engineering]: Testing and Debugging—Debugging Aids;
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1.

Introduction

1.2

Parallel programs of shared-memory multi-threading are inherently nondeterministic due to the unpredictable thread interleavings, which brings difficulties to software debugging, testing and
fault tolerance [1, 2]. Current techniques that could solve the nondeterministic problem contain Deterministic Replaying [6–9] and
Deterministic Multi-Threading (DMT) [1–5]. These approaches
apply different methods to eliminate the nondeterministic sources.
However, due to the difficulty of detecting and eliminating the nondeterministic data races, current deterministic approaches are generally low-efficiency.
Thread concurrency exposes two kinds of nondeterminism to
user programs: data race and synchronization race. In sharedmemory multi-threading, threads could communicate with each
other by directly reading and writing shared memories. The unprotected shared memory accesses may incur data race, which is the

Design

Data race is considered as unnecessary shared-memory communication between threads. The basic design of our relaxed deterministic model is to identify necessary communication from unnecessary
communication, and cut off all the unnecessary shared-memory
communication. Since the programmer knows exactly whether a
communication is necessary or not, we leverage what the programmer writes in the codes as a clue—user-inserted synchronizations.
We assume that any necessary thread communication is noticed
and thus synchronized by the programmers. Hence, we could use
the happen-before relation [10] defined by synchronizations to distinguish necessary communication and unnecessary communication. As shown in Figure 1, if two memory accesses do not have
a happen-before relation, they are treated as unnecessary communication. Otherwise, they are necessary communication, and they
should communicate in their original way. To preserve the original communication semantics, we ensure the following semantics
invariant for our model:
A Read should always see the value of a Write if it is the last
Write that happens before the Read.
To cut off unnecessary thread communication, we isolate threads
in separated shared memories. However, this could also block the
necessary communication. To address this problem, we propagate
memory modifications among threads to simulate the original nec-
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necessary communication

Facilitating Deterministic Replay. Deterministic replay could
be used for parallel debugging and intrusion analysis [11]. The
most difficult part of deterministic replay is to identify and record
data races, which often leads to complicated system design, large
recording overhead and large disk-space overhead [9, 11]. With
RaceFree, deterministic replay is simple and efficient: we only need
to interpose synchronizations to record their execution order.
Reproducing Bugs. In parallel debugging, it is acceptable to
reproduce a hidden bug in a few re-execution tries [6]. The datarace-free environment can be leveraged to implement such a system. As only synchronization race exists, the nondeterministic interleaving space is reduced. Hence, RaceFree is able to increase
the probability of reproducing bug. Moreover, the reproducing of
nondeterministic bugs could be directed by calculating the detailed
scheduling information from the sketchy information of the original run (e.g., program outputs) to further increase the reproducing
probability [6, 7].

unnecessary communication
Thread 1

Thread 2

x=1
print x

lock L
y++
unlock L

lock L
y++
unlock L

Figure 1. Shared-memory communication in relaxed deterministic model. Unnecessary communication is cut off while necessary
communication is preserved.
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essary communication. First, we interpose the synchronizations to
capture the happen-before relation of the program. Then we perform necessary thread communication according to the happenbefore relation, which is converted to one-way communication
pipes between threads. Shared-memory communication could be
converted to message-passing style communication by our Memory
Modification Propagation (MMP) mechanism. MMP cuts thread
execution into slices using synchronizations, collects the local
memory modifications using the page protection mechanism, and
propagates the modifications to other threads at the synchronization boundaries through the happen-before pipes. By this means,
the original programs could run correctly and transparently on our
model. Meanwhile, we constrain the nondeterministic data races to
the boundaries of user-defined synchronizations. The characteristic
of relaxed deterministic model is that it does not introduce extra
synchronization schemes, thus threads could synchronize in the
same way as their original design.
1.3
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Application Scenario

Relaxed determinism that RaceFree ensures could be used to implement a spectrum of determinism for different applications. Here
we discuss several application scenarios of RaceFree.
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time to arbitrate the lock contentions [2].
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